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The most intriguing subject of research in human history has 
been the ‘idea of leadership’. Historians, scholars, and 
psychologists have different takes on the subject, and no one 
has been able to unlock fully the mystery of leadership. 
However, there are some common elements which are accepted 
by all. The first is the longevity of the legacy in people’s 
memory. The greatest are the ones who are still remembered 
after centuries and millennia have passed. Jesus, Buddha, 
Mohammad, and Adishankara are remembered and their sayings 
resonate with us even today, long after they have left their 
mortal bodies! There are many more greats in history in all the 
fields but they have been forgotten at best in a few centuries, 
though some of them just survive in pages of history. We can’t 
predict how long the memories of Gandhi or Mandela or Einstein 
and Newton will survive. But we are certain that they are likely 
to be remembered until human civilization has the unbroken 
chronicle of history. Strangely, history does not allocate any 
business leader, at any time, even a small paragraph, though 
volumes are written about great philosophers, litterateurs, 
scholars and scientists! Why is it so? 
A careful understanding of the life and career of these Leaders 
who are remembered long, brings us one common element. All 
of them have lived for others, have impacted the lives of others 
in a hugely positive way, and all of them have faced enormous 
hardship in their personal lives. The essence of true leadership 
does not lie within the personal achievements, but in holding a 
lamp for others to step out of darkness and suffering to day light 
and happiness. Selfless action comes naturally to such Leaders. 
It is said that a true leader is first a courageous person. The 
courage lies in taking decisions for greater good of the society. 
Such leaders walk their talk. Mahatma Gandhi and Mother 
Teresa, have proved that one does not need wealth or position 
of power to earn global admiration as a Leader. They led us when 
they were alive and they are still leading us when they are no 
more! The essence of Leadership is their genuine spirit of love 
and compassion for deprived people, to give them a voice, and 
to help them, irrespective of the socio-economic or communal 
background. They did not possess any wealth, but the 
wealthiest of their time bowed before them and were more than 
willing to part with their wealth at their command, as a honour.
There are many writers in history, but no one has even a fraction 
of the following William Shakespeare has. There is only one 
Albert Einstein, who arrived thousand years after Archimedes. 
Confucius, Socrates and Chanakya still remain the best of 
thinkers that the world has ever seen. There are of course many 
great litterateurs, poets, philosophers and scientists in ancient 
times, but some have become part of mythology like Vyasadeva 
and Valmiki or demigods like Rama, Krishna, and Buddha. In the 
political arena, Alexander of Macedonia is remembered like 
Ashoka of India and Sun Tzu of China, for their great military 
conquests, but Ashoka stood out for his message of Peace and 
Compassion. Leaders leave a Great Legacy.
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August 31, 2019 - Marketing Master Class
by Prof. Abraham Koshy - Senior Professor

IIM - Ahmedabad

“August Resolution”

The students and faculty of Jaipuria School of Business got a magnificent 
opportunity to attend a Master Class on Marketing by the Management 
Thought Leader Prof. Abraham Koshy, Senior Professor, IIM Ahmedabad. 

The facilitator of the class was Dr. Timira Shukla (Dean Academics) and 
Dr. Nitin Kumar Saxena (Associate Professor). The objective of the session 
was to make students aware of various aspects of Marketing and increase 
their core knowledge about different types of marketing strategies adopted 
by the corporates.  

Dr. SK Mahapatra (Director, JSB) welcomed the Guest speaker and 
expressed his gratitude for sparing his valuable time in visiting JSB. Later, 
Prof. Koshy shared his views and approaches on different aspects of 
Marketing.   

During the enlightening session, Prof. Koshy touched upon the following 
points related to Marketing:
 
• Understanding consumers.
• Choosing/selecting the market
• Choosing, designing, delivering, and managing customer value.
• Analyzing Behavioral data using Analytical methods
• How to build Conversation with consumers
• Power of observation and inference building
• Ability to understand deeper consumer value – what is the state 
 consumers want to be
• Ability to challenge current business models – what are the pain points of  
 customers and how do we mitigate them 

It was indeed an informative session and once in a lifetime opportunity 
for students.
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August 2, 2019  Guest Lecture by CEO Fluper
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The session was very interactive and educative, where the students were familiarised with the 

work environment at Fluper. Mr. Anshul Sharma shared his journey from starting @IBM to 

becoming CEO of a company which now has revenue of over $100 Million per month. He 

emphasized that success in life is not dependent on the academic performance but is rather 

dependent on attitude, performance, and passion of an individual. He also shared the challenges 

he faced while setting up a start-up and how he overcame the challenges with his passion, hard 

work, and determination. Mr. Sharma stated the presence of x-factors like the ones stated above 

in an individual distinguish them from others.

Mr. Anshul Sharma held an interactive session with the students to discuss the questions they had 

regarding their professional and personal lives. Mr. Sharma expressed his excitement before 

interacting with the students and was reminiscent of his own college days. The students enjoyed 

and learned a lot from his experience and views.

August 7, 2019  Workshop on Live Trading

Jaipuria School of Business, Indirapuram 

organized workshop on virtual trading for 

students, on 7th August 2019. Resource persons 

Mr. Anuj Gaur, AVP and Mr. Sudhanshu – Senior 

Faculty, both from IBBM demonstrated the 

students, how to use finance software installed 

by IBBM at JSB Finance lab. They trained them in 

live trading using the software and helped clear 

their doubts regarding investing in capital 

market and SIP. Fundamental and technical 

analysis was explained through practical 

examples in this session. This session was very 

fruitful for our students. Resource persons praised 

students for their inquisitive queries. Guests also 

highlighted career opportunities in this BFSI field.

The highest education

is that  which does not 

merely give us information 

but makes our life in 

harmony with all existence

        
Gurudev Rabindranath Tagore

The best way to predict 

the future is to create it

                                                                                                                                        
Peter Drucker

Quality is never an 

accident.

It is always the

result of intelligent 

effort                                                       

    
John Ruskin



Live Training session on
Capstone Projects held on
August 8, 2019

August 29, 2019
Hackathon Training Session
Conducted by Dr. Damayanti Datta

JSB students held a plantation drive in 

association with officials from Spark 

Minda (Ashok Minda Group) at the 

campus. The drive was conducted 

under a series of campaigns from 

promoting Green India. More than 100 

trees were planted in / around the 

campus and in neighbouring areas.

A live training session on Capstone Projects 
was held on August 8,2019 (Thursday) by 
Equity Levers expert Mr. Badri Narayanan in 
the Computer Lab at JSB. 

The session was also attended by all faculty 
members of JSB. The session elaborated on 
the procedure of registration of students and 
faculty on its website. The website has 
preloaded data and students can check their 
answer and understand the concepts in 
corporate scenarios.
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Dr. Damayanti Datta, Associate Professor at Jaipuria School of Business conducted a Hackathon 
workshop for second year students. Organizations today throughout the world are conducting 
hackathon sessions in order to achieve breakthroughs in business processes and products among 
others in an innovative manner. Ms.Sweety Singh, Placement Head organized the workshop for 
second year students so that they become familiar with this new concept of hackathon that is 
currently in demand in various organizations. In the workshop,students were briefly introduced 
to the old definitions of hackathons and then to the new definition that is prevalent in 
organizations today. Dr.Datta elaborated the different characteristics of the new concept of 
hackathon and gave examples from the real world. She also conducted a small hackathon 
competition between the students by dividing them into two groups. Each group was given a 
problem which they had to solve by designing an app for mobiles. The group with best app 
design would win a prize. The judges were Ms. Sweety Singh and Dr. Damayanti Datta and one of 
the groups won the prize and they were awarded a prize by Dr. Timira Shukla, Dean of Jaipuria 
School of Business

August 23, 2019
Jaipuria School of Business Students
at National Seminar on Downstream
Value Addition in Aluminium 

Dignitaries from Aluminium industry across the globe attended this conference which was 
chaired by Dr. TK Chand, Honorary President, Aluminium Association of India and CMD – NALCO. 
Among other dignitaries were Prof. Francesca Bruni, President, Artvalley; Prof Alberto 
Cavicchiolo, President – Indo-Italian Milan Hub; Dr. TK Chand, Chairman, NALCO; Mr. Rahul 
Sharma, CEO, Vedanta Aluminium, Mr. Alessandro De Massi, Head of Economic & Commercial 
Affairs, Embassy of Italy to name a few.
Dr SK Mahapatra, Director, JSB chaired a technical session on “Downstream value addition of 
Aluminium” & highlighted upon the opportunities available in India. He mentioned that India 
has a huge requirement for aluminium products in the downstream for its accelerated 
development and it is necessary to expand the downstream product base into high value 
products going beyond “Extrusions”.

August 9, 2019
Plantation Drive on
by Spark Minda



The 73rd Independence Day was celebrated at JSB with full joy and integrity. Dr.S.K.Mahapatra, Director-JSB hoisted the National Flag and 
delivered the Independence Day Speech. He talked about the developments happening across the nation in the last few years. He stressed on 
paying gratitude to farmers of the nation for the selfless work they do. The celebrations ended with few cultural performances by the students.
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rd73  Independence Day Celebration

August 1, 2019 CoE Event “Unlock
the Imagination Within”

The Centre for Creativity & Innovation of JSB under guidance of Dr Ajay Kumar Patel, Associate 
Professor, conducted a session on creativity wherein the students were encouraged to unleash 
their power of creativity and innovation and engage their efforts in creating something unique 
and innovative. Their sincere efforts resulted in generation of some brilliant designs and 
thoughts which delighted everyone and brought to fore the hidden potential of our students.

The event comprised of different set of activities under various themes by organizing teams 
of students which were as follows:

1) Logo fever
2) Spirit of trust  
3) Product launch

In the event, 67 students participated online in different creative management games to 
challenge their imaginations within. 

Dr. SK Mahapatra attended a workshop by 
Sister Shivani of Prajapita Brahma Kumaris 
Ishwariya Vishwa Vidyalaya on “Changing 
gears of life” and another workshop for 
developing an understanding about 
“greatness” and how to use the traits 
of greatness as a leader to build and 
sustain a great organisation. The workshop 
was conducted by Shri Brijmohan and 
Sister BK Shivani.

August 30, 2019
Leadership talk at
Brahmakumaris



The senior PGDM batch 2018-2020 organized an extravagant fresher’s party Parichay in the campus. It was a bliss-filled afternoon, where the 
fresher’s got an opportunity to showcase their talents and interact with their seniors. The blossoming minds entered the auditorium sticking to 
the theme ‘Cultural Diversity’. The run for the titles was further glorified by gala song and dance performances by the seniors. Mr.Ojasv Singhal 
and Ms. Paromita Debnath was crowned Mr. and Ms. Fresher’s 2019. Mr. Manish Tyagi and Ms. Pallavi Mehrotra bagged Mr. and Ms. Talent 2019. Mr. 
Mayank Chittora and Ms.Aprajita was declared as Best Dressed in 2019. All the Winners were felicitated by
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August 8, 2019 – Parichay (Fresher’s Party)

Mr. Birupaksha Mishra, Executive Director, Corporation Bank and Member-Board of 
Governors, JSB was at the campus on August 6, 2019, and interacted with the faculty


